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In this paper I study the spectrum of edge-indexed graphs. For any k, an explicit
infinite family of k-regular finite Ramanujan edge-indexed graphs is given. Condi-
tions for the grouping of this family are provided; fulfilling them would lead to an
infinite family of k-regular Ramanujan graphs.  2001 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
A k-regular connected finite graph is said to be Ramanujan if for any eigen-
value *{ \k, of the adjacency matrix of the graph we have |*|2 - k&1.
The bound 2 - k&1 comes up from the following theorem:
Alon [1]. For a finite k-regular-graph A let *(A) be the largest eigen-
value of the adjacency matrix of A in absolute value which is not equal to k.
Fix k>1 and let [Xn] be an infinite family of finite connected k-regular
graphs such that |VXn |  . Then
lim
n  
*(Xn)2 - k&1.
The construction of Ramanujan graphs has been of great interest.
Ramanujan graphs have many applications in computer science. For a
comprehensive survey see [10]. The first explicit construction was done inde-
pendently by Margulis [12] (related papers are [13, 14]) and Lubotzky et al.
[11] who introduced the name ‘‘Ramanujan’’ for these graphs. However,
it seems that these graphs first appeared in Ihara’s works [8, 9]. The most
comprehensive construction of Ramanujan graphs is due to Morgenstern’s
work [17]. In his work an infinite family of k-regular Ramanujan Graphs
was constructed for any k in the form of p:+1 where p is a prime number.
His work was a generalization of previous works of [11] which gave the
family for k in the form of p+1. The existence of an infinite family of
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k-regular Ramanujan graphs is still open for k not in the form of a prime
power plus one.
There have been some works regarding the generalization of the defini-
tion of ‘‘Ramanujan Graphs’’ to finite but not regular graphs. The most
comprehensive work regarding this matter is the work of Greenberg [7].
There is also a generalization of the concept to infinite graphs. Let A be
k-regular connected infinite graph with VA as the set of vertices. Now the
adjacency operator of A acts on the
L2(VA)={ f: VA  C } :x # VA | f (x)|
2<= .
We say A is Ramanujan if we have the bound of 2 - k&1 for the spectrum
of its adjacency. Indeed, in this case, we do not need an infinite family of
infinite graphs to obtain this bound, for 2 - k&1 is the best bound we can
expect for the spectrum of a single k-regular infinite graph (see [18] and
also [15] for some related references). Furthermore, it is possible to consider
a more general case. If a group 1 acts on a graph X without inversion (i.e.,
1 does not send any edge to its inverse) the quotient graph bears an index-
ing structure. That is the index of any edge e in the quotient graph is the
number of edges in X with the same initial which cover e. The indexing
inspires to modify the adjacency of an edge-indexed graph. That is for a
graph with indexing the adjacency operator is index-weighted sum of the
neighbors of a vertex (see (1)). In addition, a discrete action of the group
1 on a tree X yields to a measure on the set of vertices of B=1"X. More
specifically, this measure assigns +(x)=1|1x~ | to the vertex x # 1"X where
x~ is some elements in the orbit x. This has been investigated from a group
theory point of view in [4] where Bass call B an X-lattice if B has finite
volume.
Now, we can try to find a bound on the spectrum of the adjacency acting
on L2(VB, +). This inspires to investigate the spectrum of the weighted
adjacency acting on graphs equipped with a measure. That is to impose a
measure on the set of vertices and edges of the graphs. Having a fixed
measure + on the set of vertices and edges of a graph A, we can talk about
the L2(VA, +) or L2(EA, +). These are the space of square integrable
C-valued functions on the set of vertices or edges of A. Then, a bound for
the ‘‘corresponding adjacency’’ operator is investigated. This trend has been
done in [18] by Morgenstern (also see [16]). In his work a diagram is
defined as a graph equipped with a measure on the set of vertices and
edges. The definitions of the corresponding adjacency operator and what it
means for a diagram to be regular and Ramanujan are presented as well.
He then finds some family of Ramanujan diagrams. His diagrams, however,
are infinite graphs which are the quotient of some arithmetic subgroups of
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GL(2, Fq((1t))) acting on the tree attached to GL(2, Fq((1t))) (Fq is the
field with q elements). Here Morgenstern shows that the corresponding
bound for the spectrum in Alon’s theorem can be obtained using a single
infinite diagram. In this case, although we encounter a different setting, the
bound 2 - k&1 remains unchanged.
In this paper, I first mention the definitions of the edge-indexed graphs
and when they are Ramanujan. Edge-indexed graphs (see Definition 1.3)
are natural objects, that appear in the action of groups on trees [4, 5].
Then, I give an infinite family of finite Ramanujan k-regular edge-indexed
graphs for any k>1 (see Theorem 3.1). In Theorem 4.2 some conditions on
the grouping (defined in Section 1) of the k-regular Ramanujan edge-indexed
are introduced. The theorem says that, if we can satisfy some specific condi-
tions on the grouping of the graphs, we can then make Ramanujan graphs.
This theorem introduces a combinatorial approach for the construction of
Ramanujan graphs.
In Section 1, I remind some basic definitions about graphs that I will use
through out the paper. In Sections 2 and 3, I present an explicit construc-
tion of an infinite family of finite k-regular Ramanujan edge-indexed graph
for any k. In the last section, I develop a method for the construction of
Ramanujan graphs using Ramanujan edge-indexed graphs subject to the
conditions of Theorem 4.2. The main tools used in this method are Bass
Serre theory of group actions on trees and zeta functions of finite graphs.
However, in general it is not easy to satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.2,
so the theorem may not provide an ‘‘effective method’’ to look for Ramanujan
graphs.
1. SOME TERMINOLOGY AND DEFINITIONS
Here I introduce the notation and general assumption used in this paper
as well as some theorems without proof. The main objects I will work with
are graphs and their groups of automorphisms. I first recall the structure
of graphs. (For more details see [35].)
Definition 1.1. A graph G=(V(G), E(G)) consists of a set of vertices
V(G)=VG, a set of edges E(G)=EG, maps 0 , 1 : EG  VG, and a fixed
point free involution &: EG  EG for which i e =1&i e for all e # EG.
For a graph A and a # VA, let E0(a)=&10 (a)=[e # EA | 0e=a]. A is
called k-regular if |E0(a)|=k for all a # VA, where |E0(a)| is the valency
(degree) of the vertex a. A graph is regular if it is k-regular for some k. The
sequence P=(e1 , e2 , ..., en) is a path of length n from 0 e1 to 1 en in A if
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ei # EA and 1ei=0 ei+1 , 1in&1. For a0 # A, the empty path from a0
to a0 is denoted (a0) and has length 0. The path P is closed if 0e1=1 en
or it has length 0. It is reduced if ei+1 {e i , 1in&1 or it has length 0.
The graph A{< is connected if any two vertices of A can be joined by a
path. A connected graph is a tree if every reduced path with a positive
length is not closed. A tree has bounded degree if there is a finite bound for
the degree of each vertex. Let A and B be two graphs. A morphism f: A  B
is a map taking VA  VB, EA  EB which commutes with the involution
and i . A morphism is an isomorphism if it also induces a bijection between
the vertices and edges of A and B where the inverse is a morphism too. An
isomorphism of a graph to itself is a graph automorphism. An automorphism
of a graph is called an inversion if it takes some edge e to e .
Definition 1.2 (see [3]). Let A=(A, A) where A is a connected
graph and A assigns groups Aa , Ae to each (a # VA, and e # EA) where
Ae=Ae and :e is a monomorphism :e : Ae  A0e . We call A a graph of
groups.
Let GAut(A) where A is a connected graph and Aut(A) is the group
of automorphisms of A. Assume G does not contain any inversion. The
quotient set G"A naturally has the structure of a graph.
To each graph of groups A=(A, A) and a0 # VA we can assign the
objects (A, a0
t
) which is a tree and ?1(A, a0) where A$?1(A, a0)"(A, a0
t
).
The graph of groups A is called an effective grouping for A if ?1(A, a0) acts
faithfully on (A, a0
t
), i.e., for every 1{ g # ?1(A, a0), g acts non-trivially on
(A, a0). On the other hand, any action of a group G (without inversions)
on a connected graph A leads to a graph of groups denoted by G""A (see
[3]). Let X be a tree and 1Aut(X) acts discretely and without inversion
on X. For any vertex-orbit 1 .x pick x~ as a representative. We say 1 is an
X-lattice if x~ # 1"X 1|1x |< where 1x~ is the stabilizer of the vertex x~ in
1 (see [4]).
Definition 1.3. We call (A, i) an edge-indexed graph where A is a
graph and i: EA  N is an assignment of natural numbers to oriented
edges. The graph A is called unramified if i(e)=1 for all e # EA. The natural
number i(e) is called the index of e.
Definition 1.4. Let (B, j) and (A, i) be two edge-indexed graphs. The
surjective graph morphism p: B  A is a covering of edge-indexed graphs
if for all b # B, the map pb= p|E0 (b) : E0(b)  E0( p(b)) satisfies i(e)=
 f # p b&1(e) j( f ).
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We can view any graph as an edge-indexed graph where the index of each
edge is 1. In the above definition, i is called the indexing of A. For a path
P=(e1 , e2 , ..., en), we let i(P) :=i(e1) i(e2) } } } i(en) and P :=(e n , e n&1 , ..., e 1).
Definition 1.5. The edge-indexed graph (A, i) is called unimodular if
for every closed path of positive length i(P)=i(P ).
A graph of groups A=(A, A) leads to an indexing i for A where
i(e)=[A0e : Ae] with the assumption that this is finite. If all Aa are finite
(a # VA) then (A, i) is unimodular. We denote this indexing by I(A).
A grouping of (A, i) is a graph of groups A=(A, A) for which I(A)=(A, i).
The graph of groups A is called a finite grouping if Aa is finite for all a # A.
Let a0 # A; the tree (A, a0
t
) can be determined up to isomorphism by I(A)
and shall be denoted (A, i, a0
t
).
On the set of complex functions on the vertices of an edge-indexed graph
A adjacency operator, $ is defined by the following. For f # VAC and
x # VA,
($f )(x)= :
0e=x
i(e) f (1 e). (1)
An edge-indexed graph A is k-regular if 0e=x i(e)=k for all x # VA. It is
not hard to show that if A is unimodular then the eigenvalues of $ are real;
and, for a k-regular edge-indexed graph A, k is an eigenvalue of $ (so is
&k if A is bipartite.)
2. RAMANUJAN EDGE-INDEXED GRAPHS
In this section we mainly concentrate on the definition of ‘‘being Ramanujan’’
for edge-indexed graphs. One important fact is that the adjacency operator
of an edge-indexed graph in general does not require to have real spectrum.
However, it would be the case if edge-indexed graph (A, i) is unimodular.
Unimodularity makes possible to find a measure + for the set of vertices A
such that +(0e) i(e)=+(1 e) i(e ). Now, if say A is finite then the adjacency
operator will be self-adjoint acting on L2(VA, +), which shows that the
adjacency operator has real eigenvalues. Throughout this paper all the
graphs are unimodular which makes their adjacencies operators to have
real spectra as it has previously mentioned. The implementation of the
above measure enable us to define the property of ‘‘being Ramanujan.’’
Indeed, a theorem similar to Alon’s theorem (see [1]) is also true for
unimodular edge-indexed graphs; and, thereby, one can define being
Ramanujan for edge-indexed graphs. This has been done in [18] and leads
to the following definition:
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FIG. 1. The edge-indexed graph (Qqn , i).
Definition 2.1. A connected k-regular edge-indexed graph A is Ramanujan
if all eigenvalues of the associated adjacency operator except \k lie in the
interval [&2 - k&1, 2 - k&1] (We assume here that eigenvalues of
adjacency of A are all real.)
In the next section, I prove the existence of some infinite families of finite
k-regular edge-indexed Ramanujan graphs for any k. The proof is constructive.
For a matrix B with real eigenvalues let
&B&=max[ |*| |* is an eigenvalue of B.]
We let the norm of the adjacency operator of a graph to be the norm of
its adjacency matrix. We have the following theorem:
Theorem 2.1. Let (A, i) be a finite connected edge-indexed graph with
real eigenvalues and x be a fixed vertex of A. Then
&$&=lim sup
n   \ :
P closed path, 0e1=x
P=(e1 , e2 , ..., en )
i(e1) i(e2) } } } i(en)+
1n
.
Proof. This theorem can be considered a particular case of some more
general theorems on positive matrices [15, 19]. K
Example 2.1. Let Qqn be the graph in Fig. 1. The edge (xi , xi+1) (resp.
(xi , xi&1) has index 1 (res. q). Let $ be the adjacency operator of the edge-
indexed graph (Qqn , i). Then &$&<2q
12.
Proof. Using the previous theorem we have
&$&=lim sup
k   \:P i(e1) i(e2) } } } i(e2k)+
12k
,
where P=(e1 , e2 , ..., e2k) is a closed path with the origin x1 . On the other
hand, for such a path i(e1) i(e2) } } } i(e2k)=qk, thus
&$&=q12 lim sup
k   \:P 1+
12k
,
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FIG. 2. The (q+1)-regular edge-indexed graphs C qn and D
q
n .
where P varies as above. But lim supk  (P 1)12k is the norm of the
adjacency operator of Q1n which is less than 2 because the degree of each
vertex is at most 2 and there are some vertices with degree 1. K
3. CONSTRUCTION OF SOME INFINITE FAMILIES OF K-REGULAR
EDGE-INDEXED RAMANUJAN GRAPHS
We now present some infinite family of k-regular edge-indexed graphs. In
the next section we investigate the grouping of these-graphs for construc-
tion of Ramanujan graphs.
Theorem 3.1. Let i (resp. j) be the indexing for the graph C qn (resp. D
q
n)
as in the Fig. 2. Then, the edge-indexed graphs (C qn , i) and (D
q
n , j) are
Ramanujan.
Note that these graphs are also unimodular. Therefore the eigenvalues of
their adjacency matrices are real.
Proof. First, we prove that the graphs C qn are Ramanujan. Let C
q
n be the
adjacency matrix of the graph C qn with respect to the basis [x0 , x1 , ..., xn].
Hence,
0 q 0 } } } 0
1+q 0 q 0 } } } 0
Cqn=\ 0 1 0 q 0 } } } 0 + .b . . . b0 } } } 0 1+q
0 } } } 0 1 0 n+1_n+1
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Let Bqn be the n_n matrix obtained from C
q
n by deleting the first row and
column,
0 q 0 } } } 0
1 0 q 0 } } } 0
Bqn=\0 1 0 q 0 } } } 0 + .b . . . b0 } } } 0 1+q
0 } } } 0 1 0 n_n
Note that in Cqn and B
q
n all the entries under the diagonal are 1 except the
first one for Cqn and all the entries above the diagonal are q except the last one
for Cqn and B
q
n . All other entries are 0. Let Im_m be the m_m identity matrix,
char(Cqn , x) :=det(C
q
n&xIn+1_n+1) and char(B
q
n , x) :=det(B
q
n&xIn_n). If
we expand the det(Cqn&xIn+1_n+1), in the first row we get the identity
char(Cqn , x)=&x char(B
q
n , x)&q(1+q) char(B
q
n&1 , x). (2)
Now if we expand det(Bqn&xIn_n) by the first row we get
char(Bqn , x)=&x char(B
q
n&1, x)&q char(B
q
n&2 , x). (3)
We can deduce
char(Cqn , x)=&x char(C
q
n&1 , x)&q char(C
q
n&2 , x). (4)
It is not hard to show by induction on n and using the identity (4) or just
by observing that q+1 and &(q+1) are eigenvalues of Cqn that x&(q+1)
and x+q+1 are the factors of char(Cqn , x). Put
char$(Cqn , x) :=
char(Cqn , x)
(x&(q+1))(x+q+1)
.
Identity (4) implies that
char$(Cqn , x)=&x char$(C
q
n&1 , x)&q char$(C
q
n&2 , x). (5)
Now by induction on n we prove that
char$(Cqn , q
12y)=q(n&1)2 char$(C1n , y).
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A simple computation shows that
char(Cq1 , x)=(x&q&1)(x+q+1),
char(Cq2 , x)= &x(x&q&1)(1+q+x),
char(Cq3 , x)=(x&q&1)(x+q+1)(x
2&q),
char(Cq4 , x)= &x(x&q&1)(x+q+1)(x
2&2q).
Hence, the claim is true when n=3, 4. Now we assume that the claim holds
for n&2 and n&1 and we prove it for n.
char$(Cqn , q
12y)
=&q12y char$(Cqn&1, q
12y)&q char$(Cqn&2, q
12y) by (4)
=&q12yq(n&2)2 char$(C1n&1 , y)&qq
(n&3)2 char$(C1n&2 , y)
=&yq(n&1)2 char$(C1n&1 , y)&q
(n&1)2 char$(C1n&2 , y)
=q(n&1)2(&y char$(C1n&1 , y)&char$(C
1
n&2 , y))
=q(n&1)2 char$(C1n , y) by (5).
To prove that C qn is Ramanujan, it is enough to show that the absolute
values of the roots of char$(Cqn , x) are at most 2 - q. This is the same as
claiming that the absolute values of the roots of char$(Cqn , q
12y) are at
most 2. Equivalently, if char$(C1n&1, y0)=0 then | y0 |2. This is trivial
because C 1n is a 2-regular graph. To prove that the graph D
q
n is Ramanujan
we show that every eigenvalue of the adjacency operator of Dqn is an eigen-
value for the adjacency operator C qn+1; and, because C
q
n+1 is Ramanujan
the claim follows. For given n, let f{0 be an eigenfunction corresponding
to the eigenvalue *{0 of the adjacency operator of Dqn . It is clear that
f (x0) and f (xn+1) cannot be both zero (in that case f =0). Without loss of
generality, we can assume that f (x0){0. We define a new function g on the
vertices of C qn+1 as
g(xi) :=
qf (xi+n)+ f (xi)
q+1
for 1in,
{g(x0) :=f (x0),g(xn+1) :=f (x2n+1).
The next proposition shows that g is an eigenfunction for the adjacency
operator of C qn+1 corresponding to the eigenvalue * and, therefore, it
completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. K
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Proposition 3.1. The function g defined as above is an eigenfunction for
the adjacency operator of C qn+1 corresponding to the eigenvalue *.
Proof. By a direct calculation, we can easily prove the proposition.
However, the following proof describes how we were led to construct this
function.
Let (Dnq
t
, J) be the edge-indexed graph in Fig. 3. We have the covering
maps
KD D: (Dqn , J
t
)  (Dqn , j)
KDC: (Dqn , J
t
)  (C qn+1, i)
in which KDC identifies vertices of the same distance from x0 and KD D does
the same only for the last q-paths between x0 and xn+1 . The pull-back of
f corresponding to the covering map KD D leads to an eigenfunction f
corresponding to the eigenvalue * on Dqn
t
. On the other hand, Z(q+1) Z
acts on Dqn
t
(permuting the paths between x0 and xn+1), and the action
commutes with $. If we let f $ be # # Z(q+1) Z #f $ then f $ is defined on Dqn
t
,
which is constant on each fiber of KDC . Therefore it induces a function
on C qn . The function up to a linear factor is g. K
Corollary 3.1. The graphs Dqn
t
are edge-indexed Ramanujan graphs.
Proof. Let h be an eigenfunction for the adjacency operator of Dqn
t
corresponding to eigenvalue *. If h(x0){0 or h(x1){0 using the method
in Proposition 3.1 we get an eigenfunction for the adjacency of C qn+1
corresponding to the eigenvalue *. Because C qn+1 is Ramanujan the claim
follows. If h(x0)=h(xn+1)=0, then the restriction of f to one of the Qqn is
FIG. 3. The edge-indexed graphs Qqn and D
q
n
t
.
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not zero and so will be an eigenfunction for the corresponding Qqn for the
* in question. Using the Example 2.1 the proof is completed. K
The following theorem was inspired by Theorem 3.1. Let Cqn=
[ci, j](n+1)_(n+1) (0i, jn) be the same matrix as in Theorem 3.1 (the
adjacency matrix of C qn). Let
Cqn(p, m)=[ci, jpi, j]m(n+1)_m(n+1) (6)
in which pi, j represents some transformations in an m-dimensional Hilbert
space, such that &pi, j &1.
Theorem 3.2. With the above notation, suppose &p0, 1p1, 0&q&1 or
&p1, 0p0, 1&q&1 and also assume that all eigenvalues of Cqn(p, m) are real.
Then, for all eigenvalues * of Cqn(p, m), we have |*|2 - q.
Before proving the theorem, we bring up some remarks and lemmas.
Remark 3.1. If all pi, j are Im, n (m_m identity matrix) then
det(Cqn(p, m)&xIm(n+1)_m(n+1))=det(C
q
n&xIn+1_n+1)
m
Note that if pij=p is constant then Cqn(p, m)=C
q
np which implies
Spec(Cqn(p, m))=Spec(C
q
n) .Spec(p)
=[*+ | * # Spec(Cqn), + # Spec(p)].
Lemma 3.1. Let A be an s_s matrix over the complex numbers with real
eigenvalues which represents a linear transformation on an s-dimensional
complex Hilbert space, then &A&=lim supn  ( |tr(An)| )1n.
Proof. Write tr(An) as  pi=1 *i
n where *i are eigenvalues of A. A simple
computation proves the claim. K
Corollary 3.2. For two matrices A and B # Ms(C) if the eigenvalues of
AB and BA are real then &AB&=&BA&.
Proof. We have tr((AB)n)=tr((BA)n). K
Lemma 3.2. If q1 , q2 , ..., qt are some transformations on an s-dimensional
complex Hilbert space then
|tr(q1q2 } } } qt)|s &q1& &q2& } } } &qt &.
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Proof. It is enough to prove this in the case that &qi&=1. In this case
&q1q2 } } } qt&&q1& &q2& } } } &qt &1, hence |tr(q1q2 } } } qt)|si=1 |vii |
si=1 |vi |
s
i=1 1=s in which vi is the i th column of the matrix q1 q2 } } } qt
([vij]) in an orthonormal basis. K
We introduce some notation here. Notice that C qn is a combinatorial
graph i.e. there is no more than one edge between connected vertices.
Therefore, we can identify e # EC qn by (0e, 1 e). For the sake of simplicity,
we also denote (xi , xj) by (i, j). Consider the orientation E +=[(0, 1),
(1, 2), ..., (n&1, n)] for EC qn . We have
q, e is not the first or last edge
i(e) i(e )={q(q+1), e is the first edgeq+1, e is the last edge.
Let P=(e1 , e2 , ..., ek) be a closed path in C qn and e # EC
q
n . Put
mP(e)=>[i | ei=e].
Note that mP(e)=mP(e ) since C qn is linear and P is closed. Put i(P)=
i(e1) i(e2) } } } i(ek)=6e # E+(i(e) i(e ))mP (e).
Lemma 3.3. Using above notation we have
i(P)=qk2 \q+1q +
c(P)
qmP ((0, 1)),
where c(P)=mP((0, 1))+mP((n&1, n)).
We wrote i(P) in this form because for its application later on this form
is easier to use.
Proof. A simple computation establishes this result. K
Let V be the following (s+1) m_(s+1) m matrix,
v00 } } } v0s
V=\ b } } } b + ,v01 } } } vss
where vij # Mm(C) (algebra m_m matrices over C). Put V k=[v (k)ij ], so
V (k)u, v= :
(i1 , i2 , ..., ik )
i1=u, ik=v
vi1 i2vi2 i3 } } } vik&1 ik
and tr(V k)=s0 tr(v
(k)
ii ).
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Now let p(e) :=p0e 1e , v(i, j) :=vij=cij pij and s=n. Note that
cij={0,i(( j, i)),
|i& j |{1
|i& j |=1.
In this case, we can write
tr(v (k)ii )=tr \ :
|ir&ir+1 |=1
i0=ik=i
v i0 i1 vi1 i2 } } } vik&1 ik+
= :
closed path, 0e1=i
(e1 , e2 , ..., ek)
tr(v(e1) v(e2) } } } v(ek)
= :
closed path, 0e1=i
(e1 , e2 , ..., ek)
tr(i(e1 , e2 , ..., ek) p(e1) p(e2) } } } p(ek)).
We let p(e1 , e2 , ..., ek) :=p(e1) p(e2) } } } p(ek) and summarize this argument
in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.4. Let Cqn(p, m) be as in (6) and C
q
n(p, m)
k=[u (k)ij ]0i, jn .
Using the above notation we have
tr(u (k)ii )= :
closed path, 0e1=i
P=(e1 , e2 , ..., ek)
i(P) tr( p(P)).
Lemma 3.5. Let P=(e1 , e2 , ..., ek) be a closed path in C qn . Then
|tr( p(P))|=|tr( p(e1) p(e2) } } } p(ek))|mq&mP ((0, 1)).
Proof. Let U=(0, 1)(1, 0). Apply a cyclic permutation {, if it is necessary
to e1 , e2 , ..., ek to get e{(1) , e{(2) , ..., e{(k) which is in the form of s1 , s2 , ...,
sk&mP (u) where si=ej is an edge not equal to either (0, 1) or (1, 0) or si=U.
We can write
|tr( p(P))|=|tr( p(e{(1)) p(e{(2)) } } } p(e{(2))|
=|tr(s1s2 } } } sk&mP(u))|mq
&mP ((0, 1)) by Lemma 3.2. K
Proof of Theorem 3.2. We need to show that &Cqn(p, m)&2q
12. We
use the notation developed in our previous lemmas. In the following [k$j]
is a subsequence of [kj]. We have
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&Cqn(p, m)&=lim sup
k  
|tr(Cqn(p, m)
k)| 1k (by Lemma 3.1)
=lim sup
k   } :
n
i=0
tr(u (k)i, i )}
1k
lim sup
k   \ :
n
i=0
|tr(u (k)i, i )|+
1k
lim sup
k   \ :
n
i=0 } :
closed, 0 e1=i
P=(e1 , e2 , ..., ek)
i(P) tr( p(P)) }+
1k
(by Lemma 3.4)
 lim
kj   \ :
n
i=0 } :
closed, 0e1=i
P=(e1 , e2 , ..., ekj )
i(P) tr( p(P))}+
1kj
for some [kj]
lim inf
kj  
\ :
closed, 0 e1=ikj )
P=(e1 , e2 , ..., ekj )
|(n+1) i(P) tr( p(P))|+
1kj
lim inf
k$j  
\ :
closed, 0 e1=i0
P=(e1 , e2 , ..., ek$j )
|(n+1) i(P) tr( p(P))|+
1k$j
lim inf
k$j  
\ :
closed, 0 e1=i0
P=(e1 , e2 , ..., ek$j )
|i(P) tr( p(P))|+
1k$j
lim inf
k$j   \ :
closed, 0 e1=i0
P=(e1 , e2 , ..., ek$j )
qk$j 2 \q+1q +
c(P)
+
1k$j
(by Lemmas 3.3, 3.5)
q12 lim inf
k$j   \ :
closed, 0e1=i0
P=(e1 , e2 , ..., ek$j )
2c(P)+
1k$j
q12 lim sup
k$j  
\ :
closed, 0e1=i0
P=(e1 , e2 , ..., ek$j )
2c(P)+
1k$j
2q12 (by Theorem 2.1 when applied to C 1n).
This finishes the proof. K
Remark 3.2. A similar theorem should hold for the graphs Dqn .
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4. ON GROUPING OF THE EDGE-INDEXED GRAPHS C QN AND D
Q
N
In this section, we try to formulate some conditions for the grouping of
the edge-indexed graphs C qn and D
q
n , which lead to some theorems regard-
ing the construction of Ramanujan graphs. Fix q and let  =(C qn , ‘ ) be an
effective finite grouping for the graph C qn . We put ?1=?1( , x0) and
X=( , x0). The group ?1 is virtually free, i.e., it has a free finite index sub-
group (see [3,4]). Assume that 1  N  ?1  G  1 is an exact sequence
where N is free and G is finite. N is a free X-lattice and A=N"X is a finite
graph. Let 1: N  C be the trivial representation of N and \=Ind?1N 1=
Reg(G) be the induced representation of 1 on ?1 . Moreover for an X-lattice
1 and a finite dimensional C-representation of 1 say &, let Z(1, X)(u, &) be
the corresponding zeta function and /& be the character of this representa-
tion [2].
We know that
Z(N, X )(u, 1)=Z(?1 , X )(u, \)
=Z(?1 , X ) \u, \i /\i (1) \i+ (\i varies over irred. rep. of G)
= ‘
\i irred.
Z(?1 , X )(u, \i))
(/\i (1)) (see [2]). (7)
From [10] we know that a finite graph is Ramanujan if and only if its
corresponding zeta function satisfies the Riemann Hypothesis. That is to
have A=N"X Ramanujan we need to have |u0 |=q&12 where u0 {\1,
\q is any root of Z(N, X)(u, 1). By (7) the above condition is equivalent to
having it for each Z(?1 , X)(u, \i).
We assume that \i is the trivial representation, then Z(?1 , X)(u, \i)
encodes indeed the eigenvalues of the graph C qn . But in Theorem 3.1 we
have already proved that all eigenvalues of C qn except \(q+1) do not
exceed 2 - q; and, therefore, Z(?1 , X )(u, \i) satisfies Riemann hypothesis.
Hence we can assume that , :=\i : ?1  GL(V,), (V,=V\) is not the
trivial representation. We identify the quotient graph C qn with a path in X
(a fundamental domain) and ‘xi with (?1)xi . From now on, we also assume
that \ and all \i are unitary representations (so is ,) and denote the inner
product on V\ by ( , )\ . Let
H,(X )=[ f | ?1-equivariant f : VX  V,].
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For f # H,(X) and g # ?1 we have f (gxi)=,(g) vi where vi= f (xi) (0in).
Therefore ,(g) vi=vi if gxi=xi , i.e., vi # V (?1)xi, =V
‘xi
, . It follows that we
can let
H,(X)=V ‘x0, V
‘x1
,  } } } V
‘xn
,
f W (v0 , v1 , ..., vn), vi= f (xi).
We have ($, f )(x)=0 e=x f (1e). We try to see how this action behaves
in correspondence with the identification arranged for H,(X) by computing
($, f )(xi). First, we remind the following well-known lemma.
Lemma 4.1. With above notation
wi :=
1
|‘xi |
:
g # ‘xi
,(g)
is an orthogonal projection onto V ‘xi, (in fact of any unitary ‘xi representation
onto its space of fixed points) for 0in.
To compute ($, f )(xi), we consider three cases:
(1) i=0,
($,f )(x0)= :
g # ‘x0 ‘ (x0, x1)
f (gx1)
=
1
|‘(x0 , x1) |
:
g # ‘x0
f (gx1)
=
|‘x0 |
|‘(x0 , x1) |
1
|‘x0 | \ :g # ‘x0 ,(g)+ f (x1)
=(q+1)
1
|‘x0 | \ :g # ‘x0 ,(g)+ f (x1)
=(q+1) w0( f (x1)). (8)
(2) 0<i<n, let ei=(xi , xi&1)
($, f )(xi)=\ :g # ‘xi ‘ei f (gxi&1)++ f (xi+1)
=
|‘x1|
|‘ei |
1
|‘xi | \ :g # ‘xi ,(g)+ f (xi&1)+ f (xi+1)
=qwi ( f (xi&1))+ f (xi+1). (9)
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(3) i=n,
($, f )(xn)= :
g # ‘xn ‘xn&1
f (gxn&1)
=
|‘xn |
|‘xn&1
1
|‘xn |
:
g # ‘xn
f (gxn&1)
=
|‘xn |
|‘xn&1 |
1
|‘xn | \ :g # ‘xn ,(g)+ ( f (xn&1))
=(q+1) wn( f (xi&1)). (10)
Let Ii : V ‘xi,  V
‘xi
, be the identity map and put
w01=w0|
,
‘ x 1
: V ‘x1
,
 V ‘x0
,
wi+1i =wi+1|
,
‘ x i
: V ‘xi
,
 V ‘xi+1
,
(0in&1)
wii+1=Ii|
,
‘ xi+1
: V ‘xi+1
,
 V ‘xi
,
(1in&1)
wij =0 otherwise.
Using this notation, we can assign to $, the matrix [wij]0i, jn which acts
on H,(X ): (I stands for identity matrices of possibly different sizes),
0 (1+q) w01 0 } } } 0
qw10 0 I 0 } } } 0
0 qw21 0 I 0 } } } 0
[$,]=_ 0 0 qw32 0 I } } } 0& .b . . . b0 } } } 0 qwn&1 n&2 0 I
0 } } } 0 (q+1) wn n&1 0
Remark 4.1. Eigenvalues of the matrix [$,] are real.
Proof. We need to show that eigenvalues of $, are real. For \: 1 
GL(V\) a finite dimensional unitary representation of 1 is defined on V\
equipped with inner product ( } , } ) \ . The space H\(X) (resp. $\) is defined
similarly to H$(X) (resp. $,) above, i.e., the space of 1-equivariant func-
tions from X to V\ . For f, g # H\(X) let ( f, g) =x # 1"X ( f (x~ ), g(x~ )) \
where x~ is a representative of the orbit x. This is well defined because \ is
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unitary. It is not hard to verify that $\ is a self-adjoint operator acting on
H\ . It is enough to verify
($\ f, g) =( f, $\g)
for f, g which are non zero in only one orbit of 1. Suppose f (resp. g) is
such a function which is non zero in the orbit of x1 # X (resp. x2 # X). We
can write
($\ f, g)= :x2ty f ( y), g(x2)\
= :
# # 1
x2t#x1
f (#x1), g(x2)\
= :
# # 1
x2t#x1
( f (#x1), g(x2)) \
= :
# # 1
#&1x2tx1
( f (x1), g(#&1x2)) \
= :
# # 1
#x2tx1
( f (x1), g(#x2)) \
=f (x1), :x1ty g( y)\
=( f (x1), $\g(x1)) \=( f, $\g). K
We extend the maps w01 and wi+1i to the maps w01 and wi+1i where we
simply define the image of the orthogonal complement of the domain of
these maps in V, to be zero. Also extend the wii+1(1in&1) to the
identity map of V, . In other words, if we assume
0 (1+q) w01 0 } } } 0
qw10 0 IV, 0 } } } 0
0 qw21 0 IV, 0 } } } 0
[$w]=_ 0 0 qw32 0 IV, } } } 0 &b . . . b0 } } } 0 qwn&1 n&2 0 IV,
0 } } } 0 (q+1) wn n&1 0
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then we have [$w] is conjugate to [ [$,]0
0
S], where S is a strictly upper-
triangular matrix. As a result we get the following proposition.
Proposition 4.1. Using the above notation the set of eigenvalues of
[$,] _ [0] equals the set of eigenvalues of [$w].
Proposition 4.2. With the above notation we have
&w01 w10&=&w10w01&
=&w01w10&
=&w10w01&.
Proof. w01 and w10 are orthogonal projections, so they are self-adjoint.
Hence
(w01 w10)*=w*10 w*01
=w10 w01 .
Because the norm of an operator T in a Hilbert space and its adjoint are
the same, the second part of the theorem follows. On the other hand, by
the definition of w01 and w10 it is clear that &w01w10&=&w01w10& and
&w10 w01&=&w10 w01&. Comparing all these equalities the proposition
follows. K
Theorem 4.1. Using the previous notation if &w01w10&q&1 and * is an
eigenvalue of [$,] then |*|2 - q.
Proof. By Remark 4.1 we know that all the eigenvalues of [$,] are real.
By Proposition 4.1 the same is true for [$w] and also by Proposition 4.2
&w01 w10&=&w01w10&q&1. It is clear that [$w]T (transpose of [$w])
satisfies the hypotheses of the Theorem 3.2 so all its eigenvalues in absolute
value are less than 2 - q. As a result the same is true for all eigenvalues
of [$,]. K
The following theorem is the fruit of all the machinery we developed in
the last two sections.
Theorem 4.2. Let C qn be the graph in Fig. 2 and let  =(C
q
n , ‘ ) be an
effective finite grouping for the graph C qn and X=(  , x0 ). Assume that
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1  N  ?1( , x0)  G  1 is an exact sequence where N is free and G is
finite. If for all non-trivial irreducible C-representation of G say \: G  GL(V\)
we have
max[ |*| | * # spec(p0p1)]q&1,
where p0= 1q+1 h # ‘x0 \(h) and p1=
1
q h # ‘x1 \(h) then N"X is a finite
Ramanujan graph.
Proof. Notice that there is a natural bijection between irreducible
representations of G and irreducible representations of ?1( , x0) whose ker-
nel contain N. We identify them through this bijection. The graph N"X is
a finite q+1-regular graph because N is a free lattice and X is a regular
tree. Let ’ be an irreducible representation of G. Consider two cases:
(1) ’ is the trivial representation. Then the claim follows from
Theorem 3.1.
(2) ’ is not the trivial representation. We may assume that ’ is a
unitary representation because we can impose an inner product on V’
which makes ’ unitary. Let u0 be a root of Z(?1( , x0), X)(u, ’). In this case
by hypothesis we have
"\ 1q+1 :h # ‘x 0 ’(h)+ \
1
q
:
h # ‘x1
’(h)+"q&1
and we can apply the Theorem 4.1 to obtain |*|2 - q.
This finishes the proof. K
In [6] the angle between orthogonal projections in a Hilbert space has
been discussed. The article is directly related to the norm of the composi-
tion of these projections which concerns the above theorem.
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